Information Radio Transmitter
$1549

00

(Suggested Retail)

Short-Range FM Radio Transmitter can be used to get your message out to your customers.
Use it to advertise real-estate, announce specials, schedule or parking information or anything
else you can think of. Ideal for drive thru specials......

Features...
FM Radio Transmitter
Transmits your message in high-quality FM stereo from any
location.

Built-In Audio Storage
Internally record up to 5 minutes of your message for playback.
Solid-state, no moving parts.
Your message is protected against power failure.

User programmable
Simple controls allow all settings to be quickly changed.
Security modes prevent unauthorized tampering.

Multiple operational modes
Repeat internally recorded message, or...
Transmit audio continously from external source, or...
Alternate between External and Internal audio.

Rugged And Dependable Construction
Solid state design is immune to dust, noise and humidity.
Designed for 24-hour operation, seven days a week.

Two-year warranty!
Designed and built with pride in the
United States.

Downloads...
Quick programming guide
Step-by-step instructions for programming the Information Radio Transmitter.

More information can be found at

BuzzBuzz.net
For more information or to arrange a demonstration, call us at 702-722-1790
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FM Radio Transmitter
Transmit high-quality FM stereo from any location.
Use any available frequency between 88.1MHz and 107.9MHz

Built-In Audio Storage
Internally record up to 5 minutes of audio for playback.
Solid-state, no moving parts.
Your message is protected against power failure.

User programmable
Simple controls allow all settings to be quickly changed.
Security modes prevent unauthorized tampering.

Multiple operational modes
Repeat internally recorded message, or...
Transmit audio continously from external source, or...
Alternate between External and Internal audio.

Rugged And Dependable Construction
Operates from almost any DC power source from 8V to 18V.
Power input is protected against reverse polarity and shorts.
Auto-resetting internal circuit breakers eliminate fuses.

